
User Guide: Kai 
Model volleyball player and plp student: Kai, iOS 1.3 

PRODUCT GUIDE  

Congratulations on your new Kai , Kai  1.3’, commonly referred to as “Kai or smiggles.” 
Your new friend comes with functions including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Being overcompetetive in any remotely competitive situation but sometimes this function 

doesn't work and Kai doesn't try 

• Kai will sometimes shut down and work cannot be done till a full reset of 1 night

• Kai will always try to be nice but occasionally it dosent work

• Kai will try to help but sometimes fills his plate and forgets about homework and plans other 

stuff like the club fair


GETTING STARTED  

Before you access Kai/smiggles.you will need to prepare yourself for a very talkative 
person. Your Kai will respond most best to users who are generally honest.


ACCESSIBILITY 

Kai is very easily accessible via Snapchat and iMessage . Kai is often seen in social settings , 
but he can also be found doing schoolwork and volleyball.


After school, Kai can be reached via Snapchat or iMessage .Kai will do his best to respond 
snap the fastest but will respond to iMessages when seen , but Kai might not respond after 
10pm till 730 am due to relaxing and sleeping. 


Kai enjoys hanging out with friends, and always strives to help others via student 
council, student ambassadors and SEYSA. Kai does not have instagram so if you want 
to know what your Kai is doing sending a snap if Kai is doing something fun he will 
show you but if he’s not he will most likely respond with a picture of the floor.


SETTINGS 

Your Kai has three primary settings: normal overcompetetive and chill. 




Setting 1: normal


This is the mode you most often will work with your Kai 1.3. This is his default setting 
from 7am until the next mode is initiated. Kai is responsible for setting for the volleyball 
team at seycove. In this mode, he is often seen panicking about something student 
council related. especially when he is  planning something that really interests him. 
while in normal mode he can be easily distracted.


Setting 2: overcompetetive 


While overcompetetive you may encounter Kai playing volleyball basketball or soccer. 
he engages in many abnormal activities like yelling for no reason and overthinking. 
Should you encounter him in this setting back away and 2 minutes after Kai is done he 
will change modes , do not approach Kai when he is like this unless you are the coach 
or a teammate!wait 2 minutes and you can begin talking to your kai . 


Setting 3: chill


When kai is in this mode and you are not telling kai to do something there is a good 
chance he will be dancing hanging out with friends or watching a show this is when kai 
is in a good mood and it is hard to snap him out of it. This is when kai will be the most 
tolerable and telling kai something bad wont have much of a reaction.


WARNINGS 

This device may…

• Get into another project and work on the instead of working on what he is supposed to be 

working on

• Try to help people too much and just get in their way 

• Zone out and plan a student council thing  

• Talk about something in too much detail




TROUBLESHOOTING  

TIPS TO MAINTAIN OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE  

Kai needs a big breakfast and dinner but kai doesn't eat much of a lunch


Kai usually gets 7 hours of sleep a night but if kai got less then five and a have some 
functions like math long term focus and others are disabled 


Problem Solution 

If you don't know what Kai doing. Occasionally Kai will zone out and can’t be 
removed from this glitch unless communicated 
with.

If kai is to overcompetetive. Kai want everyone to have fun and asking kai to 
chill will usually calm down your Kai.  

If you want to plan an event talk to Kai that is 
always an option.

Kai is happy to help people whenever.


